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1.0

2.0

INTRODUCTION

SCHOOLS AND CENTRES 21:
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
APPOINTMENT FOR
ST EDWARD'S & TOLLBRAE
PRIMARY SCHOOLS SHARED
CAMPUS

The purpose of this report is to update committee on the outcome of the mini tender
to progress the design appointment of St Edward's & Tollbrae Primary Schools
Shared Campus under the Schools and Centres 21 Phase 2 framework agreement.

BACKGROUND

2.1 The Learning and Leisure Services Committee meeting of 24 February 2015
approved that a shared campus for St Edward's and Tollbrae Primary Schools were
added to the Schools and Centres 21 programme.

2.2 The council entered into Framework Agreements on 23 January 2015 for Phase 2
of the Schools and Centres 21 design and build investment programme with the
undernoted three frameworksuppliers:−•

Kier Construction Scotland
• Morgan Sindall
• Morrison Construction

2.3 Funding for SC21 Phase 2 was approved in February 2013. The Head of Financial
Services has confirmed that the capital funds are in place for this project.

3.0

3.1

APPOINTMENTS PROCESS

Having appointed the three framework suppliers through the main procurement, the
next step is to progress approved Schools and Centres 21 projects by appointing a
framework supplier to a project using mini competition as described in paragraph
4.1 and 4.2. The appointment is a two stage process.

Stage 1 − Preconstruction

3.1.1 The purpose of this stage is to select a framework supplier with their respective
design teams to undertake the design development (including commissioning
the necessary technical surveys and subconsultancy services specific to the
project and to the site), obtain planning consent and undertake the procurement
of the supply chain work packages (on an open book basis) on the detailed
design in order to finalise a construction price to a deliverable design.

3.1.2 This is undertaken through an NEC 3 Professional Services Contract which can
be terminated by the council at two break points:

Gateway 3 − prior to planning submission
Gateway 4 − prior to construction



These two milestones consider whether the design and its affordability are
meeting the council requirements. The council will bear the cost of work
undertaken to the point the contract is terminated.

3.2 Stage 2 − Construction

3.2.1 The Professional Services Contract will naturally terminate at the conclusion of
Gateway 4. The Gateway 4 milestone has been successful when it has achieved a
design that meets the council's requirements which has planning consent and an
agreed and final price.

3.2.2 A report will be tabled to Committee setting out the key aspects of Gateway 4, and
once Committee approval has been obtained, an NEC 3 building contract will be
entered into for each individual project with the relevant framework supplier who has
successfully achieved Gateway 4.

4.0 CALL OFF MINI COMPETITION

4.1 The EU regulations governing frameworks and specifically the Schools and Centres
21 framework procurement made provision for the three framework suppliers to be
allocated project(s) using mini competitions by way of using a Project Invitation to
Tender between the three suppliers for each specific project.

4.2 These mini competitions do not involve any substantial modification of the terms
(including pricing) already obtained from the main procurement for the framework
and which are laid down in the framework agreements. The mini competition only
seeks to supplement and complete those terms (and costs) to reflect the particular
project circumstances.

5.0

5.1

EVALUATION OF TENDERS

The Project Invitation to Tender for St Edwards & Tollbrae Primary Schools
Shared Campus was issued on 21 April 2015 to all three framework suppliers
and the return date for tenders was 18 May 2015.

5.2 The framework suppliers were required to provide a design development
programme and submit architectural and environmental/sustainable design
concepts and an estimation of the necessary technical survey and sub
consultancy services specific to the project and its site.

5.3 The conditions of the existing framework agreement applied to this mini tender
including framework suppliers being given the option to offer efficiency discounts
(e.g. design team time).

5.4 The evaluation of the tenders was in line with the framework agreement based on
price (30%) and quality (70%) criteria and in accordance with the sub−weightings
stated in the tender document.

6.0

6.1

EVALUATION OUTCOME

Three tenders were received; however one tender was rejected as a late tender.

6.2 The two compliant tender responses were checked and the evaluations were
carried out by the evaluation team in accordance with the approved evaluation plan
by the Schools and Centres 21 Project Board.



6.3 The results of the best value evaluation outcome for St Edward's & Tollbrae Primary
Schools Shared Campus project are shown in the table below.

KIER SCOTLAND MORGAN SINDALL MORRISON CONSTRUCTION
Total Score Late Tender 88.12 82.74
Ranking Rejected 1 2

6.4 The Schools and Centres 21 Project Board has approved the evaluation outcome
and recommendation to committee that Morgan Sindall, who rank highest overall,
are awarded the pre−construction stage for the shared campus project for St
Edward's & Tollbrae Primary Schools at a Professional Services Contract estimated
value of £647,405.

7.0 NOTIFICATION OF OUTCOME AND AWARD

7.1 There is no statutory standstill period for call off awards under frameworks. Subject
to committee approval of the outcome, notifications for the successful and
unsuccessful framework tenders will be made and de−briefing opportunities
provided.

7.2 The NEC 3 Professional Services Contract for this project with the first ranked
tenderer is estimated to be circa £647,405, of which £151,509 are the Project
tender sums for the site specific technical surveys and services. (The nature of
some of these investigative site surveys and services means these costs can vary
which can decrease or increase the overall contract amount).

8.0 RECOMMENDATION

The Learning and Leisure Services Committee is recommended to:

(iii)

(iv)

(i) to note the outcome of the evaluation and ranked framework tenderers in
paragraph 6.3;

(ii) to approve that the Stage 1 Preconstruction for St Edward's & Tollbrae Primary
Schools Shared Campus project is awarded to Morgan Sindall;
to approve that the NEC 3 Professional Services Contract is entered into with
Morgan Sindall;
to note the estimated value of the appointment in paragraph 7.2.

Head of Resources

Members wishing further information please contact:
James McKinstry, Head of Resources on 01236 812269 or mckinstryknorthlan.qov.uk
Julie Heron, Programme Manager Schools & Centres 21 on 01236 812747 or
heron* nortlan.qov.uk


